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Welcome to winter in Central New York! With all of the cold and snow currently happening, we know 

there are a lot of questions about how temperature affects our livestock. Whether you are seeing cattle, 

sheep, or horses outside, know that with proper management, livestock are typically behaviorally 

content and physically healthy even in inclement weather. 

Oftentimes you will hear people speak about “cattle doing better in the cold” but have you ever stopped 

to think about what that might mean? According to an article by University of Minnesota Extension, 

research has shown “time and again that the range at which a cow feels most comfortable is broad; 

anywhere between 25 and 65 degrees Fahrenheit is comfortable.  At 25 degrees, we are usually wearing 

winter coats along with gloves and hats.”  However, with good body condition, a thick winter coat, dry 

skin, and wind breaks, cattle can stay comfortable well below 25 degree temperatures. 

You may wonder how caretakers make sure livestock are able to keep that warm body in these lower 

temperatures.  To start, in New York State, cattle are required to be provided with a shelter that can 

protect them from heavy rain, snow, and sun. This shelter should also have dry bedding which provides 

insulation from the cold ground or floor. Next, providing cattle with the proper nutrition to sustain the 

cold weather is important. Fresh, clean water as well as a good quality hay should be available at all 

times. When a cow’s rumen (which is the first, and largest, of the 4 compartments in a ruminant 

animal’s stomach) goes through the process of fermenting forages, quite a bit of body heat is produced. 

Cattle also build up body fat, thick skin and a heavy hair coat heading into the winter. These last items 

provide the reason we see cattle with snow build up on their backs (as you can see in the photo taken by 

Chrissy Claudio at O’Mara Farms). They are just that highly insulated!  

Do you have further questions about livestock 

outside during the cold months? Give us a call at 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Madison County 

for more information! We have access to many 

research papers and articles about livestock health 

and warmth in winter.  

To connect with us at CCE MC, please visit our 

website (madisoncountycce.org), send us an email 

(Madison@cornell.edu), or call us at 315-684-3001. 

We also encourage you to follow us on social 

media for up to date articles and upcoming 

programming.  
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